Induction of cerebral arteriogenesis leads to early-phase expression of protease inhibitors in growing collaterals of the brain.
Cerebral arteriogenesis constitutes a promising therapeutic concept for cerebrovascular ischaemia; however, transcriptional profiles important for therapeutic target identification have not yet been investigated. This study aims at a comprehensive characterization of transcriptional and morphologic activation during early-phase collateral vessel growth in a rat model of adaptive cerebral arteriogenesis. Arteriogenesis was induced using a three-vessel occlusion (3-VO) rat model of nonischaemic cerebral hypoperfusion. Collateral tissue from growing posterior cerebral artery (PCA) and posterior communicating artery (Pcom) was selectively isolated avoiding contamination with adjacent tissue. We detected differential gene expression 24 h after 3-VO with 164 genes significantly deregulated. Expression patterns contained gene transcripts predominantly involved in proliferation, inflammation, and migration. By using scanning electron microscopy, morphologic activation of the PCA endothelium was detected. Furthermore, the PCA showed induced proliferation (PCNA staining) and CD68+ macrophage staining 24 h after 3-VO, resulting in a significant increase in diameter within 7 days after 3-VO, confirming the arteriogenic phenotype. Analysis of molecular annotations and networks associated with differentially expressed genes revealed that early-phase cerebral arteriogenesis is characterised by the expression of protease inhibitors. These results were confirmed by quantitative real-time reverse transcription-PCR, and in situ hybridisation localised the expression of tissue inhibitor of metalloproteinase-1 (TIMP-1) and kininogen to collateral arteries, showing that TIMP-1 and kininogen might be molecular markers for early-phase cerebral arteriogenesis.